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Abstract
The Internet today is beset with constant attacks targeting users and infrastructure. One popular method of
detecting these attacks and the infected hosts behind them
is to monitor unused network addresses. Because many
Internet threats propagate randomly, infection attempts
can be captured by monitoring the unused spaces between live addresses. Sensors that monitor these unused
address spaces are called darknets, network telescopes, or
blackholes. They capture important information about a
diverse range of threats such as Internet worms, denial of
services attacks, and botnets. In this paper, we describe
and analyze the important measurement issues associated
with deploying darknets, evaluating the placement and
service configuration of darknets, and analyzing the data
collected by darknets. To support the discussion, we leverage 4 years of experience operating the Internet Motion
Sensor (IMS), a network of distributed darknet sensors
monitoring 60 distinct address blocks in 19 organizations
over 3 continents.

I. Introduction
Monitoring packets destined to unused Internet addresses has become an increasingly important measurement technique for detecting and investigating malicious
Internet activity. Since there are no legitimate hosts or
devices in an unused address block, any observed traffic must be the result of misconfiguration, backscatter
from spoofed source addresses, or scanning from worms
and other network probing. Systems that monitor unused
address space have been called darknets [8], network
telescopes [11], blackhole monitors [17], Sinkholes [9], or
background radiation monitors [13], and capture important

information about a diverse range Internet threats such as
denial of service attacks [12], random scanning worms [3],
[10], [15], [16], and botnets [7].
In this paper, we describe and analyze the important
measurement issues associated with deploying darknets,
configuring darknets, and analyzing the data collected
by darknet monitors. The goal is to provide a general
overview of darknet measurement and give researchers
with the information needed to deploy and analyze the
data from darknet monitoring systems. Our approach does
not focus on a particular architecture and is meant to be
complementary to existing work [1], [11], [19], [21].
We begin by describing how to setup a darknet and
how to configure the network to forward traffic destined for
unused addresses to a monitoring system. Next, we analyze
data from different sized darknets to assess the storage and
network resources required for darknet measurements. We
next discuss how the placement of a darknet within address
space and the surrounding network topology influences the
visibility of monitoring systems. We also describe how
visibility is impacted by the response to incoming packets.
In particular, we show how no response, a SYN-ACK
responder, an emulated operating system and applicationlevel response, and a real honeypot host response represent
a spectrum of interactivity that can provide additional
intelligence on network events and threats. Finally, with
this understanding of how to deploy and configure darknet
monitors, we describe different methods of identifying
important events in data collected by darknet monitors.
To inform our analysis we use data from the globally
deployed Internet Motion Sensor (IMS) distributed darknet
monitoring system. The IMS consists of 60 darknet blocks
at 18 organizations including broadband providers, major
service providers, large enterprises, and academic networks
in 3 continents. It monitors over 17 million addresses
which represents more than 1.25% of all routed IPv4 space.
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for each unused address to the router. This works well
when the darknet is well-defined and spans a few addresses
or when access to the upstream router is not possible.
However, it is far less efficient with thousands or millions
of monitored addresses. A more scalable approach is to
configure the upstream router to statically route an entire
address block to the monitor. This idea is illustrated in
line 4 of the router configuration in Figure 1. This figure
depicts a darknet monitoring setup in which the monitor
is connected to a switch which is then connected to an
upstream router. The use of a static route illustrated in the
figure is simple but requires that darknet address block
be specifically set aside for monitoring. A more flexible
approach is to route all packets destined to locations that
do not have a more specific address configured (and would
thus be dropped) to the monitoring system by means of a
blackhole (also called a fall-through route). Thus, if an
organization is allocated a /8, then it could create a static
route to the darknet monitor for the entire /8. Packets to
valid addresses will hit more specific prefixes and only
packets to unused addresses will fall through to the /8
route. This idea is also illustrated in Figure 1 and is

B. Resource Provisioning
Understanding the storage and network requirements of
a darknet is critical to correctly provision the monitoring
system as the amount of incoming traffic can be quite
large. These requirements are typically dependent on the
number of addresses monitored. To provide a general
overview of the data rates observed at darknets of different
sizes, we measured the packets per day per IP for various
sized darknet blocks. The results are shown on the left
of Figure 2. Note that the darknets that monitored less
addresses tended to receive more packets per day per IP
than the larger darknets. We explore these differences in
more detail in the next section. On average, we found that
a small /24 sensor is likely to see a sustained rate of 9
packets per second, a moderately sized /16 monitor will see
roughly 75 packets per second, and a large /8 monitor over
5,000 packets per second. An important caveat that biases
these results is that the /24 monitors actively responded to
certain incoming connections. We found that the traffic
was between 1.1 to 16 times greater on average than
nearby passive /24 monitor. Details on the response are
described in the next section. Another consideration is that
the average rates can be deceptive because traffic routinely
bursts two to three orders of magnitude above the sustained
rate. For example, one IMS sensor has had a sustained rate
of 9 packets per seconds over the last 2.5 years with
a daily low of .6 packets per second and a daily high
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Fig. 2. The provisioning requirements for various blocks. On the left the number of packets seen per
day per IP for various sized blocks. On the right the size on disk for various representations of of
darknet Traffic

III. Darknet Visibility Considerations
Before deciding exactly what addresses to allocate to a
darknet it is important to understand how the placement
of a darknet impacts what it observes. It has been shown
that the malicious and misconfigured activity observed by
two different but equally sized darknets is almost never
the same [6]. These differences tend to depend on two

100000

Packets per day per IP

of 290 packets per second. The average packet size was
approximately 100 bytes. The corresponding bandwidth
requirements for an average /24 sensor is 7 Kbps, 60 Kbps
for a /16 monitor, and 4 Mbps for a /8 monitor.
The storage format used to log incoming packets also
has a large impact on the storage requirements. Common formats for collecting network traces like pcap and
NetFlow are well suited for collecting darknet data. To
better quantify the actual storage requirements based on
different darknet sizes, we analyzed the bytes required for
different storage formats (in raw and zipped format) at
/16 darknet monitor over a 17 hour period. The results are
shown by hour on the right side of Figure 2. The plot shows
that pcap tends to compress very well and so keeping data
files in gzip format can reduce storage requirements by
more than a factor of two. The figure also shows that
while flow-based representation lose important data like
a the payload, they do provide excellent data reduction.
There was nearly 15:1 compression when converting pcap
to Netflow v9.
These measurements demonstrate that a /16 monitor
can record a few months worth of data on commodity
hardware with a single disk. Furthermore, by compressing
or converting data into flow-based formats the storage
requirements can be reduced by a factor 2 to 15.
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Fig. 3. Packet per day per IP at 25 different
IMS darknet monitors.
important factors: the placement of a darknet, and the way
in which a darknet responds to incoming packets. In this
section we provide a brief overview of these two influences
and describe how they impact darknet visibility.

A. Placement
Evaluating the placement of a darknet involves understanding several topological factors. One of the biggest
influences on visibility appears to be vicinity to live hosts.
That is, proximity in IP address space to live hosts [6].
Figure 3 shows the average packets per day per IP for 25
of the IMS sensor blocks. The values are normalized per
IP to make different sized blocks comparable. The values
range from 10 packets per day to more than 10,000 packets
per day per IP. Of note, the darknets that observe the most
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the number of addresses a darknet can monitor (breath) and the accuracy of the responses from a darknet as compared to a real
host (depth). Additional resource costs are
incurred attempting improve breath or depth.
traffic also tend to be smaller ( /24) and are located in live
networks near hosts.
The concrete reasons behind these traffic differences are
still not well understood but it appears to be related to targeting behavior [6]. In particular, the preference for nearby
addresses by malware and misconfigured applications. For
example, Internet worms like Blaster [3] and Nimda [4]
have a strong preference for nearby addresses. Another
factor appears to be targeting by botnets and other attackers [7]. By targeting specific ranges of addresses that are
known to contain vulnerable hosts, attackers can increase
the number of systems they are able to compromise.
Another important darknet placement consideration is
the location within a network. If a darknet monitor is
placed behind a firewall or other infrastucture protection or
filtering device, it will likely not observe externally sourced
threats. On the other hand, darknets within the network can
also provide important visibility into locally-scoped threats
within a network. Ideally, a darknet deployment that includes monitors deployed both inside and outside network
perimeters should have the greatest potential visibility.

B. Service configuration
The visibility provided by darknets is also heavily
dependent on how a darknet responds to incoming packets.
The simplest action is not to respond at all. A passively configured darknet simply records all the packets
it observes and no further action is taken. This reveals
the address of the host sending the packet and other
header information. However, it may not reveal critical

data like the exploit used in an attack or the details
of misconfigured application requests. For example, all
valid TCP transactions require a three-way handshake that
must be completed before any application-level data is
exchanged. This means that a passive darknet will not
observe application-level data from hosts that attempt to
connect via TCP.
An active response to incoming packets on a darknet
can be used to collect additional application-level information to better understand an exploit attempt and better
understand the intentions of an attacker. A simple but
effective active response technique is to respond to TCP
SYN packet with TCP SYN-ACK packets [1]. A single
stateless response packet provides at least the first data
packet on a TCP session and helps uniquely identify
complex threats like the Blaster worm.
The first data payload may not provide enough information, so more complex responses can be used to elicit
additional information. One method of generating these
responses is to emulate the behavior of a real host [14],
[21]. An emulated host can masquerade as a large variety
of operating system and application combinations. An
emulator provides the flexibility to emulate just enough of
an application to acquire the needed information. However,
one danger is that a malicious attacker could identity an
emulated host and avoid a darknet monitor or sent it false
information. The simple way to reduce the impact of this
fingerprinting problem is to use a real host (i.e. a honeypot)
instead of an emulated host [18].
A real host can provide complex information on an
attacker and help profile the behavior, however, it can be
very resource intensive. The cost of running a real host
is significant and limits the number of possible monitored
addresses from thousands to just a handful. One way to
regain scalability is to use a pool of quickly recyclable
virtual machines [19] so that multiple virtual hosts can be
executed on a single physical system. Another method is
to filter the connections before they reach the end hosts so
that only the newer and more interesting connection are
investigated [2].
Together, these different response techniques form a
spectrum of interactivity that provide additional information from darknets. Figure 4 visually depicts this spectrum
along the y-axis labeled depth. We define depth as a
measure of the accuracy of the responses from a darknet
when compared to the responses from a real host. On the xaxis is breadth. We define breadth as a measure of scope or
number of addresses a darknet monitor can observe. This
figure demonstrates the tradeoffs between scalability and
fidelity and associated resource cost incurred in attempting
to achieve additional breadth or depth.
A final and critical configuration decision when running
a darknet with real or emulated hosts is what operating

IMS Darknet Reports
Report from 24 hours of darknet traffic from enterprise network

Network
/Mask

Type of
Organization

Unique
Hosts

A/16
B/16
C#1/17
C#2/19
D#1/19
D#2/19

university
university
webfarm
webfarm
webfarm
webfarm

5512
1289
11342
2438
1859
1652

TCP
Implmentations
352
156
256
93
118
137

HTTP
Configurations
241
73
862
293
221
208

TABLE I. Different TCP implementations and
HTTP server configurations across different
production networks.

systems and applications should be run/emulated. This
is a very important consideration because it can be the
difference between quickly identifying a new threat or
missing it because the correct service was not running.
Choosing appropriate services to run is far more complex
than it might first appear. We conducted a survey of the services running on the University of Michigan’s engineering
campus and found a wide variety of operating system and
application combination. A table of the different TCP stack
and HTTP server implementations is shown in Table IIIB. In the table, network A/16 contained 5512 scannable
hosts and we found 252 unique TCP implementations,
241 unique HTTP configurations, and 1210 combinations
of TCP and open and closed port configurations. This
diversity means that choosing the right services to run is
a complex problem for which their is currently no simple
solution.

IV. Analysis of Darknet Data
Darknets can produce vast quantities of highdimensional measurement data. Making sense of this data
can be a daunting task. An entire study was dedicated
to understanding the traffic observed in darknets [13]. In
general, darknet traffic can be classified into four main
areas:
• Infection attempts by worm, botnet, and exploit tools.
• Misconfigured application requests and responses
(e.g. DNS).
• Backscatter from spoofed denial of service attacks.
• Network scanning and probing.
Generating these classifications can be complex due to
scalability constraints from the huge amount of darknet
data that must be processed. One method of reducing
this effort is to filter the data into a smaller set of more
manageable events. One simple yet powerful method is
to cluster the data by source address [13], [2]. A single
address may contact many different destination addresses
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Fig. 5. Example of an IMS report based on
clustering by source address.

in the darknet but will tend to perform similar behavior at
each address. For example, a host infected with the Slammer worm [10] may scan tens or hundreds of thousands
of destination addresses in a single day. This generates a
huge amount of total traffic however it can be compressed
down to a single event by grouping all that traffic by the
single Slammer source address. To get a better idea of
the real-world savings consider that a certain IMS darknet
received 57,178,687 IP packets in a single 24-hour period.
If we instead cluster that same traffic by source address we
find 95,888 unique source IPs. Thus, this simple technique
provides three orders-of-magnitude savings in the number
of events that must be analyzed. We leverage this technique
to provide daily IMS reports to operators of potentially
infected systems. A clipping from a report detail the same
24-hour period described earlier is shown in Figure 5.

A. Global and Local Darknet Events
The individual events detected in darknets can usually
be further divide to two locality classes. When an event
such a new attack or large increase in probing occurs, it
will impact a very small number of addresses (i.e., local)
or the entire Internet (i.e., global). This classification only
applies to the destination of an event so a local event could
originate from a different network across the Internet as
long it targeted a specific destination network. Figure 6
shows examples of global and local events. The left pane
of the figure shows a globally-scoped attack against the
MySQL service as observed by 23 IMS sensors (each
color represent a separate sensor). In the right pane is a
targeted RPC-DCOM attack observed in academic network
containing an IMS sensor. In general, we see this bimodal
distribution across many different vectors such as payload
and source addresses. The implication is that attacks and
other events observed in darknets are observed at only one
network or are widespread and are observed at many points
around the Internet.

V. Conclusion
This paper has described the important measurement
issues associated with deploying darknets, configuring
darknets, and analyzing the data collected by darknet

Unique source IPs contacting TCP port 3306 over 9 days

Unique source IPs contacting TCP port 135 over 3 days

23 unique IMS address blocks at 14 sites normalized by /24

23 unique IMS address blocks at 14 sites normalized by /24
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Fig. 6. The left figure is globally-scoped attack against the MySQL service as observed by 23 IMS
sensors (each color represent a separate sensor). In the right figure is a targeted RPC-DCOM attack
observed in academic network containing an IMS sensor.
monitors. We have attempted to provide researchers with a
general overview of darknet measurement and the important details needed to deploy darknet monitoring systems.
This analysis has attempted to demonstrate that building
and operating a darknet monitor is a simple and productive
method of gaining significant additional visibility into
network threats and the state of local network and Internet
as a whole.
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